What guides us ?
Since 1996, EXTREM’ VISION is composed by a team of experts made up of impassioned
people having important values in the respect of their commitments and their daily mission.
From optro-mechatronics engineering to manufacturing, via an integral project’s
management, EXTREM' VISION team is made up engineers and high-level technicians,
perfectly mastering all the details of a product.
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Our force is to be able to carry out, in full autonomy, a program going from study of needs
until the setting in hand of the product, the whole associated with a philosophy of
maintenance in operational conditions and of obsolescence management which wants to be
reactive and global.
Don’t hesitate to consult our website in order to reach our products range:
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Underwater SAFRAN JIM binoculars program

Hardening YETI 20 & ProtecJIM
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COMPAGNON program
Motorola | Thales | Harris

Mobile radios and underwater
headset
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Waterproof housing for on board radios

VHF war harsh environments
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Underwater GPS ALLIGATOR

Waterproof geopositioning system
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Tactical lighting and dazzling systems
RAID LIGHTING

For ballistic shields /
Counter-terrorism

F6

Multispectral tactical optronic system
RAID VIEW

For ballistic shields /
Counter-terrorism
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MiniMax-UHD: the 4K Day Images Sensor

All environments
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Programmable waterproof video recorder

All environments
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Energy packs, cables and connectors

Accessories

F10

Images transmission

Accessories

F11

Custom-tailored realization

With your listening

For more than 20 years, satisfaction of our customers, on the long-term, has been the priority
of our actions. Our ambition is always to do better in order to remain faithful to our currency:
To be useful is an honor
EXTREM’ VISION
Espace OPTIMUS
3, avenue Gustave Eiffel
66600 RIVESALTES (France)
Tel: + 33 (0)4 68 55 51 55

Contact
contact@extrem-vision.com

JIM LR BINOCULARS PROGRAM

Made in France

End of 2010, EXTREM’ VISION innovates with binocular’s devices YETI 10 and 30
allowing new possibilities of multi-spectral observation, in submarine infiltration.
Today in partnership with SAFRAN E&D, EXTREM’ VISION moves limits forward
and proposes a range of waterproof optronics based on multifunction JIM LR
(Long-Range) binocular:

●

●

"ProtecJIM" protection kit:
dedicated to "in air" use (nautical raids,
desert patrols...) and submersible use down
to 2 meters depth.

"YETI 20" binocular, submersible down to
20 meters depth and dedicated to specialists
of submarine operations (navy seals...)

According with operational needs, we offer global peripherical equipment and
accessories, allowing a successful mission.
EXTREM’ VISION, carries out several programs for Defense or internal Security
needs, either with off-the-shelves products or with specific designs.
We have a culture and the necessary qualifications for the design, manufacture,
integration and marketing of sensitive equipments with high added value for all
the units according to their specific expertise.

2 multifunction binoculars, based on JIM LR SAFRAN E&D device, waterproof from 2 to 20 meters, with recording of images.
A technological challenge which ensures the initial features of JIM SAFRAN E&D
binoculars. A warranty of result on missions of Detection Recognition and
Identification (DRI) in littoral, river zone or with very strong environmental
constraints.
ProtecJIM

YETI 20

IP69 - 2 meters

IP69 - 20 meters

Colour visible way

✓

✓

Cooled thermal way

✓

✓

Rangefinder - Laser pointer

✓

✓

Georeferencing - Compass

✓

✓

Original energy pack JIM SAFRAN

4h00

4h00

External rugged energy pack (opt.)

No

6h min. up to 13h in avg.

Extractable
NTI 1

Dedicated,
factory assembly

For sea, underwater and land
environments

Nautical raid,
desert patrols...

Underwater actions...

Compatible with SAFRAN
supports and standard tripod

✓

✓

Safe Box: 4 Go

Underwater
removable Data
Cartridge: 4 Go

USB support

USB support

✓
✓
≈ 4 kg
300 x 250 x 130

✓
✓
≈ 5,6 kg
320 x 260 x 130

Inflatable platform

No

Option

Maintenance’s kit 1st level (NTI 1)

✓

✓

Features
Sealing

JIM LR or JIRTTANG binoculars

External memory support

External exploitation, on PC
Use with gloves
Waterproof transport case
Total weight JIM included
Dimensions (mm)

Data recording

Cable connection

Energy packs

| Safe Box or Data Cartridge |
| Underwater disconnection |
Operational mode

Original storage battery
100% compatible

| In the air disconnection |

| Inflatable platform of observation |
Storage

For further information, please contact us

| Transport case |

Additional storage batteries
for external energy
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